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Boy Toys (#2 of the Sensual Erotica Series)

A sensual "quickie" about a girl's first menage a trois - (Approx. 6050 words) Perfect for mobile eReaders - have access to a quickie whenever you need a fix.

After having her heart broken, Amy is desperate for serious romping between the sheets. Little does she know the fun that fate has in store the night Greg and his sexy
cousin make an offer she can't refuse. Their dual attention on her hot young body makes Amy's first experience with a mÃ©nage a trois something she can't forget. It
is a night of multiple pleasures...

Amy can't forget the night she caught Troy kissing Kate, but all her body remembers is the way he pleased her. Amy decides what she really needs is an amazing
night of sex with a stranger to help her get over him. She reconsiders when Greg, a casual friend, offers his services instead. What makes the deal even sweeter is that
he has a sexy male cousin who wants to join in on the fun. For the first time, Amy experiences the joys of two men focused only on her pleasure. Two is better than
one in so many wonderful ways!

Excerpt from Boy Toys:

All three downed their drinks and headed out the door. Amy linked her arms between both of them. How lucky am I? Two handsome men and they were all hers for
the evening.

She drove to Greg's apartment, not wanting to come back to retrieve her car, but it left her wondering what the two cousins were talking about on the drive there.
Were they coming up with a strategy? Were they having second thoughts? After all, it would be weird for cousins to see each other naked. Oh my god, was it possible
Greg was gay?

Amy had images of the two men kissing and rubbing on each other. No way would she enjoy that, but then she thought back to their dancing and recalled that the two
never touched each other. Not once. It was all about her. Okay, maybe they weren't incestuous gay cousins.

When Amy stepped out of her car, "The Boys" were already waiting for her. Greg literally swept her off her feet and started towards his condo.

Adult Reading Material (18+) This book is for mature audiences only and contains sexually explicit content.

* If you enjoy this erotic story check out the series, Sensual Erotica. The short stories are stand-alone scenarios made to excite, but all are interconnected. Enjoy the
palate of sensual experiences contained in the series as Amy and Troy make their way in the world. Pick and choose the situations that arouse you, or be a little
naughty and sneak a peek at the ones you've always been curious about.
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